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Well, I’m overjoyed to be
    writing this editorial! Our

first issue of Wild Isle has been met
with great enthusiasm. Armed with
this support, we have thrown another
one together for your reading
enjoyment and information.

It seems my quip last time around
regarding snow and zip for

submissions came close to being prophetic. Luckily there
are a few readers who couldn’t have been pulling their
weight on the slopes and we did receive some excellent
material. Take note mountainfolk, paddlers’ tendonitis
isn’t slowing water sports enthusiasts down on the typing
front. So, don’t let someone else do it all: send stuff!
Letters, photos, artwork, articles or club news, events,
insults. You create it, we’ll print it.

Another way our readers can help is to harass your
favourite store manager, gear rep, guiding outfitter or
anyone else who should be advertising in Wild Isle but
hasn’t yet taken the plunge. Tell them what you think of
the magazine and how their business can benefit
immeasurably from exposure in these pages. With a
steady supply of material and advertising we’ll be here
for the long haul. Thanks.

Philip Stone

Strathcona
Wilderness  Ins t i tu t e

Working in partnership with BC Parks, 
’SWI’ inspires awareness, appreciation, 

and stewardship of the natural world 
through education and participation. 

To learn more about programs and 
volunteering opportunities 

Call (250) 337-1871Call (250) 337-1871

151 Dogwood St Campbell River

Simply the best 
biking gear around

286-6340
lemmings@island.net

250 285-22
www.island.net/~

alpine@islan
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Letters
Dear Editor,
Greetings from Ladysmith, the Inside Passage’s kayaking

capital of the known world (and a closely guarded secret).
Recently I received a call from Les Carter in Rossland, BC,

regarding some business ventures that may interest users of the
back (and front) country. Seems that the Toronto Consortium
that has purchased the rights to have a commercial ski hill in
Arrowsmith Park have had some dealings with the Alberni
Regional District regarding liability in the park. If they are to
assume liability for the ski hill, they may be called upon by the
Regional District to assume liability for the rest of the park as
well. There is a meeting of the Regional District in Port Alberni
on the 25th of March, and at that time this little deal may be
pushed through. The reason I am writing is that it may not be
widely known that the Consortium may also assume ultimate
control over the public park and could impose control over what
activities are carried on within it, such as restrictions placed on
climbing, hiking, backcountry skiing etc. It is my hope that within
your network of readers some people could attend this meeting
and perhaps have some input as to the future of Mt. Arrowsmith
Park.

Best Regards
Brian J Saunders

Send letters to: PO Box 482, Heriot Bay, BC, V0P 1H0
or by email to: wildisle@island.net
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Crazy!  That’s what some people think of cavers or
spelunkers as they are commonly known.  Certainly

crawling through dark, cold and often wet caverns
underground is not the type of adventure everyone is seeking.
However, for those who haven’t yet explored this world, it offers
not only excitement, but some fascinating features as
interesting to view as the majestic flora and fauna above
ground.

Although there are famous caves worldwide, Vancouver
Island has numerous gems of its own and many of these are
now protected within BC Parks.  Of these, Horne Lake Caves is
perhaps the best place for novices to get initiated and learn
proper caving etiquette. However, other more inaccessible and
difficult systems exist and have been frequented by  hard core
experienced cavers for years.  It is these organized groups and
individuals who are partly responsible for identifying the
importance of these areas, the potential threats and ultimately
securing their designation as parks.

Caves, although seemingly devoid of life, are very sensitive
ecosystems. The slightest touch of a person’s hand on a
thousand-year-old stalactite can deposit enough oil  to restrict
its growth forever.  Bats roosting safely may die from people
simply visiting a cave at the wrong time. Petroglyphs,
archaeological finds and karst formations are all at risk if cavers
do not practice proper cave ethics.  Most do, however as the
cave systems become known, use will increase by both
experienced  and novice adventurers and impacts will likely
occur.  With little research done and no management plans in
place, BC Parks  is obligated to control use while assessments
and plans are being prepared.  Controls may mean not
promoting the parks, restricting commercial permits for access
and even closing some caves or portions of them.

Controls may help reduce threats to the parks but they
may be viewed as a threat in themselves by the very  users
who helped get these caves protected.  Is there a choice?  BC
Parks feels it may be helpful to  develop a public Advisory
Committee to identify  issues and provide management
direction.  Are there other ideas on how best to tackle cave
management over the short and long term? Are there certain
restrictions you would like see imposed or perhaps others you
would prefer not be implemented? If you have a comment we
would like to hear it.

************************************************************************
Send your viewpoint to:
Andy Smith, BC Parks, 1812 Miracle Beach Drive, Black
Creek, B.C. V9J 1K1
Fax (250) 337-5695,  e-mail: asmith@galaxy.gov.bc.ca

View
Point

The view is not always clear

Andrew Smith

Mountain Equipment Co-op
Canada’s Outdoor

Gear Headquarters

We have the best quality gear for
whitewater and touring kayaking and

canoeing.  All this plus rockclimbing, back
packing, camping and cycling gear at great

prices! Mountain Equipment Co-op is
your outdoor source. From sea to sky -

come join us in the adventure.

For our latest free
catalogue call

1-800-663-2667, or visit
our stores in Ottawa,

Toronto, Edmonton
(opens May ‘98),

Calgary, and Vancouver.
Check out our website at

www.mec.ca.

A lifetime share in MEC is only $5.00.

John Roberts admires a

waterfall in a North Island cave.

Photo: Philip Stone/API
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Dan Clements

Nanaimo, the word used to leave
a bad

taste in my mouth. Not that I’ve
ever been there, I’d just been

through there. How we are brought up
moulds us. Even where we are brought up
affects how we think. So that’s my excuse, I
grew up in Victoria. And to someone who
lived their first 30+ years in the westernmost
vestiges of the United Kingdom, there is no
civilization outside the tea capital of Canada!

So it was with no small amount of fear
that I moved to Campbell River, and now Alex
wanted me to meet him for a ride in
Nanaimo! Alex (who would be our guide)
had heard every excuse. I could put him off
no longer. So at 7 a.m. Sunday I stumble from
bed, and nail the power switch of my trusted
espresso machine. Six shots later, I’m nearly
primed to load the car.  Sue helps; Wylie does
laps of the kitchen. He knows what lycra
means. We are unable to ignore our
spasmodic riding partner any longer; he is
stuffed in our Honda’s hatch and we head
south to get Lee.

Lee seems a bit jumpy. “Hey Lee” is my
feeble attempt to converse. “Coffee” is the
only response. Like someone out on a day
pass he needs no prompting from me. We
want more coffee! We arrive at Alex’s place
in Nanaimo and, yes, head to Boca’s for
coffee. Sue drives the car and Wylie to the
trailhead. The men will ride. We meet at
Westwood Lake parking lot. At first we play
dodge the pedestrian as we negotiate the
walking paths along the north shore of the

lake. Soon enough we hit pay dirt, an exit to
singletrack, and we are set free. The climbing
begins almost immediately, some very sweet
technical climbs, all singletrack. Certainly not
for the novice or small of lung, but
manageable with excellent traction. Middle
ring stuff for sure, but today with bob
dragging behind me I was forced into the
granny. Still, I impressed myself and, I believe,
some of my companions with my ability to
haul bob. I was feeling great! (Luckily for me
this was not the Olympics. There would be
no drug testing as we topped out. I was
definitely pushing the envelope of caffeine
consumption).

Bob, short for beast of burden, is a single
wheeled trailer for bikes and on
this trip would haul my camera
nestled in foam in a Rubbermaid.
I thought I would sacrifice my
ride for pictures. What with
pulling a trailer and all. But no,
bob rocks! If you can ride it, bob
will follow! Logs, drops, and
climbs, bob is hardcore.

Anyway, after climbing up
the Ridge Trails for awhile we
pass a rock climbing area shortly
before arriving at a small bridge
above a waterfall. Good spot for
pictures and repairs. A little more
climbing and we top out about
one hour after we began. Three
Creeks Trail probably began life
as an old skidder trail, and now
it’s a party animal, pure fun.

Slightly downhill for kilometres, mostly single
track. It weaves its way through Alders and
washouts. The trail takes its name from... Yes,
the three creek crossings. Fast, downhill, and
great for us cyclists powered by gravity; but
for Wylie, pleasure and
pain. At 13 years old and
smart as a sack of
hammers, Wylie just runs
with no regard. Today
he’s developed a limp
and we must slow down
for him to keep up, so we
head for some rough
stuff.

The Abyss and
Humility trails area is one
place on Vancouver
Island no one should
miss. Not super technical,
but what fun. The rock
here is like glue. Stay on
your bike, on bare rock
you can ride anything.
Traction abounds. Less

bob friendly, better for Wylie and great for
cyclists. This is some of the best. On our way,
Lee impresses some locals when he nearly
cleans a local test piece with bob in tow. The
locals, standing around with cameras in
hand, taking pictures of each other’s
attempts, are left slack jawed as Lee and bob
tango through a massive gash in the rock.
Alas all relationships end, some better than
o the r s , as Lee is spat over

the bars. Lee lies
there, a heap in the
dirt, and the talk is
of bob I take control
again and drag bob
the remaining
length of Humility.

Almost four
hours from the start,
the dog is not the only

one hurting, and we decide to split up. Sue
and Wylie will walk down Nanaimo Lakes Rd.,
Lee will ride back to Alex’s place and Alex
and I will hammer back to get the car. We
head up a gradual, climbing double track that
soon becomes trail proper. The angle
steepens and I must summon the last
remaining drops of caffeine in my system if I
am to ascend the wall before me. Then a
quick downhill and I am there. The car is just
ahead.

As we are loading our bikes on the car,
people out for their Sunday walk in the park
come by. “What is that?” they ask. “Oh that’s
bob” I reply. Bob attracts a lot of attention.
Like a puppy on the beach, bob starts
conversation. The locals are friendly and seem
civilized. Loaded, off we go to rescue our tired
walking companions. After a shower we go
for food and a beer at the Globe. Good
burger and the atmosphere is an
improvement. We exchange goodbyes and
head north. During the drive, while Sue, Lee
and Wylie sleep, I realize that this was one of
the best rides in memory. And that bad taste?
I can’t wait for seconds.

One Track MindOne Track MindOne Track MindOne Track MindOne Track Mind

Lee Bridgen riding the

Westwood Lake Ridge

Trail, Nanaimo

Photo: © Dan Clements

Sue McDonald fording  one

of the 3 Creeks Trail.

Photo: © Dan Clements
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BreakingBreakingBreakingBreakingBreakingBreakingBreakingBreakingBreakingBreaking

Adam Smallwood

PH: (250) 726-7854
E-MAIL: blueplnt@alberni.net

WEB: http://www.alberni.net/blue_planet/

Learn to Surf Camps - Tofino
Instruction, Equipment, Great Food, Camp

Nanaimo Ferry Shuttle $395

Bajo Beach Culture - Nootka Island
Canada's Premier Surf Destination

Fly In, Fully Catered, Instruction, 8 Days $850

Blue Plan
GUIDING COMPANY

•wetsuits
• r e n t a l s
• l e s s o n s

• s u r f b o a r d s
• l o n g b o a r d s
• a c c e s s o r i e s

• c o o l  c l o t h i n g

T e l :  ( 2 5 0 )  7 5 2 - 2 2 0 2
# 1 1 - 2 2 1  W e s t  2 n d  A v e ,  Q u a l i c u m  B e a c h

Surf boards today are still  handmade.  The hands and the
creative minds behind them are part of an evolving explosion

of surfboard design and construction taking place this century. Here
is a little history about the evolution of the surfboard.  Ancient
Polynesians built surfboards using hardwoods from the forests and
shaped them using the same tools they would to shape a canoe.
These boards weighed over 100 pounds.  When surfing was
introduced to the rest of  the world from Polynesia in the early 1900s,
a few open-minded thrill seekers embraced the sport and began
pioneering the surfboard using modern boatbuilding skills and
materials.

After two world wars, the advancement in lightweight aircraft
materials created a breakthrough in surfboard construction.  These
new materials (polyester resins combined with balsa and eventually
foam core) changed the way surfboards performed and sparked a
new world of design possibilities.  Lighter surfboards changed the
way people surfed: surfers could now ride new parts of the wave,
and even new types of waves.

As surfing grew in popularity in the 1950s, individuals began to
create personalized techniques and styles.  These styles became
incorporated in the surfboard design and boards could be built to
custom specifications with ease.  Still, surfboard design followed a
clone-like pattern, sharing a standard single fin longboard shape and
size, even though the diverse possibilities of surfboard shapes were
looming on the horizon.

By the end of the 1960s a new era in surfing was growing, using
all that was learned in the past and looking at the benefits of a shorter
board. Surfers were questioning themselves ... Do we need a long

board to simply catch and ride a wave?  What would  happen to our
surfing if things were loosened up with a shorter board?  This led to
the "shortboard" revolution and began to dominate surfing breaks
around the world, with the longboard still lingering in the
background.

Surfboards were now 3 to 4 feet shorter making them more
sensitive to design details and changing their performance on the
wave. New experiments in fins and tail shapes appeared from the
dusty caves of the surfboard maker and eventually made their way
into the 70s and 80s as twin fins and tri fin thrusters. The tri fin setup
became standard through the 80s giving the board the drive and
manoeuvrability it needed to take surfboard design to another level.

By the beginning of the 90s surfboard shapers began shaving
down the volume and outline to make highly sensitive rockets with
the intention of taking the surfer to extremes in modern surfing.
These boards have become standard today but because they lack
flotation and stability, not everyone is stoked on them.  Still, a lot
was learned from these changes and they have sparked a look into
the past for alternative surfboard design.

Today  there are so many different designs being used out there,
and shapers are doing a very good job of building them with
confidence and creativity. Pulling up design concepts from long ago
and applying modern shapes, contours and fin setups, people are
now finding the board that suits them. The longboard, for instance,
is not the same old 10-foot log it used to be. It now has shortboard
characteristics, thruster fin setups, modern rockers, and concave
bottoms, and people are doing mind-blowing things on them.
Funboards, fishes, hybrids and discs are  just a few of the popular
board designs out there.  Surfboards are very distinctive from each
other, like the waves we ride and the surfers who ride them. We are
able to seek out these magical combinations because surfboards are
still handmade.

BOARDBOARDBOARDBOARDBOARD

DESIGNDESIGNDESIGNDESIGNDESIGN

FORUMFORUMFORUMFORUMFORUM

PointPointPointPointPointPointPointPointPointPoint
Kids surf the Schooner Cove

break in crates. Performance is

in the eye of the beholder!

Photo: Philip Stone/API
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BY BY BY BY BY THE TAYLORTHE TAYLORTHE TAYLORTHE TAYLORTHE TAYLOR

Alberni Valley Wild Water

Photo: Greg Shea/API

colt

As the tires of the van spun in endless rotations in the
fresh snow, we looked at each other to confirm our
beliefs. We must be at the put-in. Liam had won

the honour of being the biathlete and would be biking the
shuttle on a very classic, beat-up Canadian Tire 10-speed. I
had the pleasure of slumping our gear a mere 500 meters
through waist deep snow. As I post-holed my way through, I
came to the realization that the rags on my feet , that once
would have been considered neoprene booties, were far less
than adequate for the snow travel that I was engaged in. With
Liam’s return from his trial with the 10-speed, I convinced
myself that I wasn’t really suffering from sever hypothermia.
We’re off!

We had little knowledge of the paddling on the Taylor
river. What we did know was that you crossed over a section
on your way to Tofino, and that it flowed into Sproat Lake.
When looking at a topographical map of the area, I couldn’t
believe the number of rapids that are clearly indicated. We
had never heard of people paddling there, and with a little

inquiring  we still couldn’t find anybody who had paddled the
section above the bridge on the highway. We headed off to
see if it’s just another one of those Vancouver Island hidden
jewels.

I see the telltale sign of a good size drop as Liam’s tail
pops up, the boat turning vertical and plunging into the pool
below. I tighten the grip on my paddle and settle my breathing
to prepare for the plunge. It’s hard to take it all in. The lush
west coast rainforest and steep canyon walls paint the scene,
while the intense white water leads like a path through its
heart. The tingling in my stomach reminds me I’m still human,
but I feel the forces of super natural B.C.

Coming to a section that we are unable to scout from the
boats, some scrambling up onto the rocks reveals a good size
tongue of water that partially runs under the far river bank; a
possible line but tough to hit. With a quick carry we decide to
put in downstream. Having scouted a few sections from the
road, we know that we have a lot of rapids to navigate. This
was an easy carry, but if we encounter more unrunnables
downstream we may not get as lucky. Vancouver Island has
been known to lend itself to the odd epic carry.

After paddling the first half of the river, we know that we
have just completed the section we had been able to see from
the road. The second half lay as a little bit of a mystery, and
had the steepest relief. After continuing to drop through the
valley bottom, every rapid seemed to link our passage as
though the actions were commonplace. We descended at a
steady pace, not allowing for play, as what lay around the
corner seemed to dominate our actions.

The bridge comes into view and the sensation of peaking
out rushes through the bloodstream. We had just paddled a
river we had known little about, and knew we’d be back to
acquire another dose of the Taylor. We encountered rapids for
a good portion of the seven kilometres. We paddled most drops
3 to 3+, except for the one drop with water grades up to class
5. This river is a serious undertaking for people with the
adequate skills, knowledge and equipment to attempt it.
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For many years the dark mossy crags of Crest Creek could have
definitely been called a backwater in the Canadian rock climbing scene.
However, the skyrocketing interest in the sport of late has seen many
more climbers and routes flying up. This new interest combined with
some excellent facilities provided by BC Parks, and Crest Creek is now a
destination.

Nestled in the pass between the Heber and Elk River valleys in
Strathcona Park, Crest Creek is bathed in the ambiance of old growth
forest and surrounding alpine peaks.  Access is sublime from Highway
28 (to Gold River) running right between the crags. Climbers can soak
in the sights of shimmering snow on King’s Peak, while waving to the
passing tourists who regularly gawk as they drive by.  It takes about an
hour to reach the crags heading west toward Gold River on #28 from
Campbell River, and is probably best savoured as a weekend trip from
further afield than, say, Courtenay.

The Crags are concentrated in three main areas: the Crow’s Nest
area  which includes all the crags east of Crest Creek and north of the
highway, the Powerline area which includes all the crags south of the
highway, and the original crags west of Crest Creek and north of the
highway. There are over a hundred routes throughout the area with
new ones being brushed up and others being reclaimed by the moss
with each passing season. The rock is basaltic, very solid, and steep
with few continuous cracks. It would be difficult to characterize the
climbing but the following words do apply: strenuous, varied, great
friction, and fun! Most routes are either bolt protected or take mixed
gear; only a very few routes take entirely natural protection. Belays on
the more popular lines are bolted; these bolts along with some sturdy
trees make up most of the anchors.

For a sample of what Crest Creek has to offer, visiting climbers will
want to check out the areas highlighted on the following pages.
Beginners will want to find the original crags and the Crow’s Nest,
leaders head under the Powerline and red pointers bring a wire brush
and take your pick! As the map overleaf shows it is easy to get around
with an excellent network of trails winding among the forest and crags.
Walking these trails is a delight in itself.

BC Parks has facilitated the surge in visitors to Crest Creek by
providing parking and toilets, and overseeing a committee of local
climbers to manage further development. Please respect the posted
regulations regarding fires, camping, parking and new route
development. Climbing areas around the world are often subject to
control by non-climbers unfamiliar with our particular needs. The local
climbing community does not want to jeopardize the input BC Parks
has afforded us all in this model of cooperative planning.

For information on proposed route development, bolt drilling and
any problems encountered, call Brent Blackman at BC Parks 1-800-
663-7867.

Crest Creek Mini-GuideCrest Creek Mini-Guide

Matt Fagan on Yella Ribbon

5.11a, Crest Creek

Photo: Philip Stone/API
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Crest Creek Crag is the ideal introduction to climbing at Crest Lake
and is easily found on the north side of Highway #28  overlooking
Crest Creek. It catches the early morning sun and dries quickly after a
rain shower (or two).

*** A  Reaching Out: 5.10a 25m face
* B  Three Little Pigs: 5.8 25m crack  to face
** C   Levitation: 5.9 25m crack to face
*** D  Red Earth: 5.9+ 25m face
** E  Mental Support: 5.9 25m
* F  Slanted Thoughts: 5.7 25m wide crack
* G Pulsar: 5.10c 25m face
*** H Crest Corner: 5.8 25m corner to crack
* I Biseptimus: 5.10a 20m roof to crack

J Jugular Pump: 5.10a 15m roof to crack
* K Wishbone Lefthand: 5.9S 15m face to crack
* L Wishbone Righthand: 5.9 15m crack
** M Shady Maple: 5.7 20m corner to arete
*** N Collaboration: 5.10b 20m face

Along with Sluice Wall, Joint Wall holds some of the best routes at
Crest Lake. Its situation overlooking the creek and lake adds much to
the climbing experience. Access depends on water volume in Crest
Creek. In high water, take the Powerline trail from the pipeline
crossing. The trail passes Sluice Wall and leads to the top of Joint Wall.
Rappel down to the start of routes A-C or onto the ledge just above
the creek for routes D-F; there is a bolt station between E and F at
the ledge. When the creek dries up, hike across the creek bed to the
base.

* A Golden October: 5.10d 20m steep face
*** B Ya’ Bin Fishin’?: 5.9+  25m corner to face and roof
*** C Karmacide: 5.10a 25m face to roof
*** D Joint Effort: 5.8 50m corner crack to strenuous roof
** E Rainbow Warrior: 5.10b 50m crack to face and roof
*** F Hands Off: 5.10c 50m crack to steep face and roof
*** G Whitewater Rodeo: 5.9 40m cracks

The Projects are on the north side of the highway, right by the
road. From ~150m east of the Pipeline Bridge, find a very short
trail to the base of the crag behind a thin line of trees.

* A Basalt Direct: 5.11d 5m variation steep face
* B Basalt With A Deadly Weapon: 5.10b 25m face

C Wall Street: 5.7 25m crack to arcing ramp
** D Rabid Monkey: 5.10a 25m face with small roof
** E Weasel: 5.10a 25m crack with small roof
* F Knickerbocker: 5.9 23m face
** G Cream Puff: 5.7 22m face to corner

Sluice Wall is found close to Crest Creek delta at Crest Lake. It can be
reached when the creek is dry, or at low water by crossing the creek bed
to the base of the wall. At high water, follow the Powerline trail from the
pipeline crossing east until a spur trail on the left drops down to the wall.

*** A  Widowmaker: 5.10d 27m face to bulge
** B Yellow Ribbon: 5.11a 26m face to roof crack
*** C Nobody’s Business: 5.10a 25m corner, crack & face
* D Captain Planet: 5.9S 22m face
*** E Earthly Delights: 5.9 22m cracks to face
** F Sluice Crack: 5.8 20m crack

Crest Creek Crag Projects

Joint Wall

Sluice Wall

A B

C

D

E

F G

A B C

D E F G

B
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D
E F

A
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The Crow’s Nest is easily visible from Highway #28 at the sweeping
corner around Crest Lake. It can be reached by a short trail
directly off the road and ~100m right of the south side or along
the Crow’s Nest trail from Crag in the Woods. The next two routes
are around the left edge of the aspect shown in the photo.

*** Levis: 5.8 35m corners to roof
* Gypsy Fair: 5.10aS 35m face to roof

The east side is split in to two levels. The routes are clearly seen
from the  trail coming up from the highway. If approaching
along the trail, from Crag in the Woods, you arrive at the top of
the climbs, a trail winds down to the base.

A Azen Wave: 5.8 27m face
B The Route Of Mall Evil: 5.8 12m
C Endangered Faeces: 5.10a 6m crack

* D Lysistrata: 5.7 8m corner crack
* E Transformer: 5.10b face and crack
** F Faithhealer: 5.9 crack

Gateway Rock  is found underneath the powerline on the south side
of Crest Creek. From the pipeline crossing, scramble up the rock step
and follow the trail east past Sluice Wall and up to the base of
Gateway Rock at Lonely Roadside Baggage.

* A Greg’s Crack: 5.9+ 10m crack
* B Lonely Roadside Baggage: 5.7R 18m crack and face
* C Old Boys: 5.6R 18m crack to face

D Sex With Knox: 20m roof to crack
E Equinox: 5.10d steep face to crack

*** F Simianese Liberation Army: 5.10c 15m flake & corner
** G Flight of the Sasquatch: 5.10a 18m crack
*** H Metamorphosis: 5.10d 18m steep face
** I Stairway to Heathen: 5.10a 18m face to arete

Crow’s Nest

Gateway Rock
A

B

C D
E

F

A
B

C

D E

F
G H

I
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Climber on Mt. Arrowsmith

Photo: © Patrick Moreau

Colin Feuster

Photo: © Mark Robichaud

Curtis Lyon recreating out

of camp, Repose Glacier,

Coast Mountains

Photo: © Philip Stone/API

Russ Avon fishing the Gold

River
Photo: © Tanya Storr
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Haihte Spire and the terminal
serac of the Unmapped Glacier,
Haihte Range, Woss Lake Park
Photo: © Philip Stone/API

Carmanah demon

Photo: © Mark Robichaud

Nick bouldering in Joshua Tree.

Photo: © Josie Boulding

Markus Kellerhals paddling through
fog through Goletas Channel
Photo: © Linda Bily
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It’s a sort of superior
feeling outdoors folk of
the Vancouver Island

coast feel, when they have a
long weekend to go exploring.
We have so many close
adventures from which to
choose.  I’ve been out mountain
biking with visiting Americans
who were amazed at the fact
that one can be trail riding
within 10 minutes of home.
When the Victoria Day weekend
rolls along, I try to take an
annual trip with a friend of mine,
and  I’m faced with the dilemma
of where to go.  This time, with
a forecasted high pressure
system, we chose the Nuchatlitz
area.

Lying at the western
entrance of Esperanza Inlet, the
Nuchatlitz and Catala Islands are
reached from Zeballos, an hour
and a half drive from the Island
Highway.  From the ‘Causeway’,
a put-in west of Zeballos on the
Fair Harbour road, the
Nuchatlitz  area is about eight
nautical miles away, or a good
three hour paddle.  During
breakfast at Mason’s Motor
Lodge, we learned that come
this summer, paddlers will be
able to leave vehicles in town
and take a shuttle to the launch site. About two hours after
first arriving, our double kayak was on the water heading west
towards Espinosa Inlet. A sunny spring day, light winds and an
ebbing current foretold of  a splendid weekend in the wild.

The paddle towards the outside is mainly through
regrown forest.  Entering Espinosa Inlet, one glimpses the
peninsula of the Nuchatlitz area. About two miles south we
found an old overgrown log dump site that proved a good
pull-out for lunch. We basked in the sun and marvelled at what
little activity there was in the area. The odd piece of exposed
heavy cable spoke of activities now silent. Another two miles
south brought us out into the larger Esperanza Inlet, the major
traffic route to Zeballos, and our first exposure to the west
coast.

At the Otter Islands we rested, and due to low seas and
winds, decided to make Catala Island our first goal.  We’d visit
Nuchatlitz on our return.  The paddle to Birthday Channel is
rocky with few places to land.  Passing by Port Eliza, I was
curious as to the present population of  the native village at

Queen’s Cove, knowing that
the village at Nuchatlitz was no
longer inhabited. As roads and
modern life  have encroached,
it is sad that few of the west
coast villages have found it
easy keeping their lands
occupied.

Past Double Island , we
could see Catala Island clearly
off our bow, surrounded by a
calm outer ocean with minimal
swell. Here was our reward, an
accessible west coast island
with not a trace of human life.
The north east coast of Catala
may have the most protected
beach, but our goal was the
sandy spit opposite the Twin
Islands. We slowed briefly to
assess the cross wave action on
the beach east of the spit.
Waters reaching around the
Twin Islands can cause a
confusion of currents here.
Timing between waves, I gave
the charge and we sprinted for
shore, almost succeeding in a
dry landing. Oh well, damp is
better than dripping!

This camp spot is by far
one of my favourite on the
west coast, and we had it all
to ourselves! Its vista for
sunrises and sunsets is second
to none. The right out there on

the edge. Numerous sea lions cruised by our camp, as we
prepared our dinner. Later, while relaxing, we were treated to
an unexpected visit. Three gray whales entered our little
narrows, frolicking and rubbing on each other in the shallows.
Still in my farmer john, I was able to enter the water up to my
knees and walk along with them, only meters away. The next
morning, while packing, we spotted a large bull transient orca
cruising just outside the reefs.  Our night visitors were nowhere
to be seen.  We realized that out here in May, the spring season
was at its height.

We decided to circumnavigate Catala before our crossing
to Nuchatlitz.  The gentle seascape that morning beckoned us
to give up our little paradise for further exploration. On the
northwest corner of Catala, the offshore High Rocks and
Halftide Reef moderate the ocean swells, allowing reasonably
safe play in the shoreline obstacles. Playing in the rocks with a
twenty-one foot double is not as satisfying or effortless as in
my agile single, but I did convince my paddling buddy, helpless

NUCHATLITZ WEEKENDNUCHATLITZ WEEKENDNUCHATLITZ WEEKENDNUCHATLITZ WEEKENDNUCHATLITZ WEEKEND
Brent Henry

The author ashore on

Catala Island

Photo: © Brent Henry
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in the bow, that I am indeed susceptible to moments of insanity.
Delirium passing, we cruised around to the east side of Catala
for lunch, and meditation!

Refreshed and noticing an increase in the breeze, we
decided to get in gear and leave for Nuchatlitz. Pulling out a
v-sail I rarely use, we paddled out of the lee of Catala to attempt
a free ride across Gillam Channel. Several minutes out, the sail
was having troubles filling and we were soon completely out
of wind.  Paddle power proved our only propulsion across.
Having often cursed myself for leaving a sail home while on a
trip, I was very content that we had remembered the paddles!

The mellow sea conditions allowed us a rapid crossing
to the Nuchatlitz side.  Although clearcut backdrops mar the
beauty of this peninsula and archipelago, the area has many
fascinating waterways and islets to explore. Paddling further
into the harbour, it was easy to see the protection this village
setting afforded.  Unfortunately, drinking water always eluded
the Nuchatlitz site.  Despite the remoteness here, it’s easy to
see how recreational lots sold on the island next door to the
village. A water standpipe is accessible for use on the shoreline,
and it’s the best spot to refill your supply. Our paddle into the
backwaters around the islands, was well worth the time spent.

We made our way to the outside islets to find a prime
campsite, again with no other paddlers in sight!  On an islet
close to  Ensenada Islet, we found a perfect sunset beach with
an old tent clearing.  After setting up and devouring a filling
repast, we set off to explore our islet on foot.  About a hundred
meters up the beach, we discovered that we were not alone.
Under the roof of a shallow cave, out of the elements, were
burial remains.  Along with several skulls looking out to sea,
was a wooden plank holding what appeared to be gifts and
possessions for the occupants.  The Nuchatlitz people
traditionally buried their dead in the many sea-caves on this
coastline. We tried to respect our neighbours by not entering
the cave and making a silent retreat.

 During the walk to the outer sid, we passed many
flowering salt resistant rock plants.

We truly had no idea, at that moment, how alive the season

was until we sat on the rocky shelf and gazed
toward the suns setting path. The waters were
filled with pairs of socializing sea otters! It was
a show that could have kept us until dark.
Unfortunately we were dependent on the
remaining light to complete our circuit. My
friend and I silently communed on this rare
taste of spring in action.  We may have been
alone by human standards, but with the alive
entropy of spring, we were in special
company!

It is indeed easy to become
complacent in paradise. Having slept in and
not listened to the weather forecast, we rose
facing gale force northwesterlies as
headwinds for our return. After quickly
refuelling with breakfast, and fighting with
blowing tents and gear, we launched our
boat, only to be shoved backwards on our
course. Boat is an apt descriptiion for a
voluminous unladen double in a blow. After

half an hour, we entered our first lee shelter behind an islet
near Nuchatlitz harbour. Two hours later our protected paddle
ended in a small bay south of Centre Island. Still faced with a
long headwind paddle, a race on logging roads to our morning
jobs, and our questionable early season physical conditioning,
sanity prevailed and we stowed our pride in an inaccessible
compartment of our mental kayak! After what seemed like half
a day, but turned out to be only two hours, I hailed a passing
geoduck freighter and we were soon on its deck, enjoying an
educational tour of the aquaculture industry.

Three and a half hours of driving may seem a lot,
compared to more easily accessed destinations like the Broken
Group or Tofino. What set the Nuchatlitz area apart was the
lack of  paddle traffic just seven miles from our vehicle. From
surf beaches to native history, to prolific wildlife, there are many
features that make this area a unique spring playground. My
friend and I chose this coastline to spend three days off the
beaten track, immersed in nature, and we found the Nuchatlitz
area to be everything we expected and more.

Your island basecamp
for outdoor adventure

H

erio
t Bay Inn

& Mar ina

B & B Inn, Cabins & Campground •
Restaurant, Pub, Showers & Laundry•

Kayak rentals, lessons & trips•
Hike, bike, canoe or relax•

Beautiful Quadra Island
Ph-(250) 285-3322
Fx-(250) 285-2708
heriot@oberon.ark.com

Grey Whale off

Catala Island

Photo: © Brent Henry
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Experienced kayakers looking for a challenging and
uncrowded destination might want to consider the north
coast of Vancouver Island.  Eighty years ago the north

coast was a busy place, with settlers scattered along the coast
from Shushartie to San Josef Bay.  Things quieter these days.  The
early settlers were eventually defeated by remoteness, treacherous
coastlines and fickle weather - the same qualities that today
attract a certain breed of kayakers.

Linda and I launched in Port Hardy and crossed over to the
chain of islands that stretch along the northeast coast of
Vancouver Island.  On our third day we were encased in fog as
we crossed Goletas Channel back to Vancouver Island.  A
particularly bright fog, it gave our boats a luminous quality as
they sliced through the oily water.  I enjoy paddling in fog so
long as there is no concern about collisions with larger boats.  By
removing the distant panorama it focuses our attention on
smaller attractions in the water and along the shore.  It also
sharpens our awareness of sounds: the hum of a distant fish boat,
the swash of waves on the shore, and the snuffle of a seal sneaking
up behind Linda's boat.

Fog in BC often serves another purpose - it hides the scars
from logging.  A break in the fog gave us glimpses of old clearcuts
slashing the hillsides near Shushartie Bay.  Although a strip along
the entire north coast of Vancouver Island is now protected as
part of Cape Scott Provincial Park, some areas were logged before
the creation of the park.  If the proposed North Coast Trail,  linking
Cape Scott and Shushartie Bay, is ever built, this coast will see
lots of visitors; but for now the area is completely deserted.

We landed at the mouth of the Nahwitti River, planning to
camp there. Unfortunately a particularly brazen bear had staked
out the beach already.  While Linda and I walked the length of
the beach, this bear matched our footsteps twenty metres behind
us.  We decided to paddle a few more miles to Cape Sutil.
"Bearanoia" might have kept us awake all night at the Nahwitti
River.  The first thing we saw at Cape Sutil was another bear,
snuffling around our planned landing spot.  This time we took
the initiative, paddling towards it and drumming on our boats
with our paddles.  The bear appeared to not to notice us as we

approached. When it finally looked up its jaw dropped in a very
human look of surprise.  It stood immobilised for a second, then,
gravel flying, it spun around and galloped off into the salal.

From Cape Sutil to Cape Scott the coast faces directly into
the prevailing northwesterlies.  No shelter from storm here.  The
waters off Cape Sutil were a battleground of swell and current.
We were intimidated by the resulting chaos of steep watery
pyramids.  At any moment we expected the steep crests to topple
on our boats.  Further offshore the seas were slightly smoother.
Gradually we relaxed our paddle death-grips and got used to the
roller-coaster ride. Heading west, we stayed well off the coast to
avoid the fingers of crashing surf reaching out from shore.

We landed at the Stranby River, one of the few surf-free
landing spots between Cape Sutil and Cape Scott.  The white
sand beach beside the river mouth was crisscrossed with bear,
wolf, deer and mink tracks.  We imagined a wildlife convention,
hastily adjourned when our arrival was noted.  At this point in
the trip, if pounding surf and giant waves are causing you stress,
I recommend a float up the Stranby River as a relaxing antidote.
A few minutes after leaving the beach you are into the heart of
the rainforest, insulated from surf and salt spray.  We worked our
way upstream until we could fill our bottles with cool, tea coloured
water.

We expected company at our next stop. Nissen Bight is
accessible via the network of hiking trails in Cape Scott Park.
Sure enough, as we approached the beach we saw a few groups
of tents.  A flawless surf landing here will cement your reputation
among your fellow campers.  I landed cleanly, but Linda threw it
all away with a nasty crash and burn in the soup zone.  "Roll!
Roll! Roll!" I willed her.  Not to be.  It was "Swim! Swim! Swim!"
We had to slowly win back the respect of our neighbours by
expounding at length on our vast kayaking prowess.

The weather radio had been confidently predicting doom and
gloom for the last couple of days.  Overnight the long anticipated
northwest gale arrived.  Our flapping tent communicated the
change in weather without even the need to look outside.  Next
morning the surf was piling high on the beach and the sea was
covered with whitecaps.  The strong northwest wind drove a
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Story by Markus Kellerhals, Pictures by Linda Bily

The author paddling near

Nigei Island with Coast

Mountains in the distance

Photo: © Linda Bily
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continuous mist of salt-spray across the
beach.  We resigned ourselves to a day or
two of storm-watching and beach
combing.

Nissen Bight is as good a place as any
to get stormbound.  The hiking trail
provides a pleasant change from kayaking
and a chance to use atrophied legs.  The
13 kilometre hike to Cape Scott first led us
inland past the remains of the Cape Scott
settlement.  Danish pioneers settled here
around the turn of the century.  Within a
few years most of the settlers had left,
defeated by remoteness, bad weather and
lack of markets for their agricultural
produce.  Not much remains of their
doomed settlement: rusty tools, rotting
planks and one sad gravestone. Nels Bight
where the trail rejoins the coast, is a busy
place.  This three kilometre stretch of white
sand is a magnet for backpackers.  We
counted more than 20 tents colonising the
length of the beach. Between Guise Bay
and Experiment Bight a narrow neck of
sand dunes connects Cape Scott to the rest
of Vancouver Island.  The still waters of
Guise Bay on the south side contrasted
with surf-pounded Experiment Bight to the
north.

From the lighthouse we descended to
the foghorn at the utmost tip of Vancouver
Island.  There are few better places to
storm-watch.  From our perch we looked
almost straight down on sea lions playing
in the waves. The sea lions made light of
the stormy conditions, indeed most of
them were lined up beside a reef, taking
turns surfing the giant breakers. The ocean
was covered with cresting waves and
streaks of foam as far as we could see.
Looking down on the waves it was hard to
guess their size.  A passing kayak would
have provided a useful sense of scale.
However, neither of us were in a hurry to
apply for that position.

Two days later, the sea had calmed
enough for us to consider rounding the
cape. Linda and I both had butterflies in
our stomachs.  We had both been told too
many tales of the treacherous currents off

Cape Scott.  At Experiment Bight we
landed, biding our time until slack water
around the cape. There is a "chicken route"
here - just portage your boats and gear a
few hundred metres across the sand dunes
to Guise Bay.  It’s probably not too useful
though.  If things are really nasty around
the cape, then landing at Experiment
Bight might be equally nasty.

Despite waiting for scheduled slack we
were grabbed by a strong current that
pulled us out towards the cape.  We
zoomed past a grey whale who was feeding
and slowly moving upstream.  Just off the
cape we met a line of breakers.  The current
in our back eddy was meeting the main
current.  In the convergence zone waves
were tumbling in all directions.  A few
minutes of frantic paddling and bracing
propelled us through the steep seas.  On
the other side we relaxed in gently rolling
swells.  That was it!  We were around the
cape, the supposed nemesis.

Guise Bay, our next campsite, baked
in the sun.  The white sand beach, clear
blue water, and deep green vegetation
gave the place a tropical feel.  But dipping
a toe in the water quickly dispelled that
tropical aura.  That evening we again
followed the trail out to Cape Scott, this
time to watch the sun go down.  Any shreds
of fog or cloud that might have obscured
the sinking sun had been blown far away
by the recent gale.  The red disk of the sun
plunged into the sea beside the silhouette
of Cox Island.

Next morning a thin layer of fog had
crept in, but by the time we headed south
the sun was threatening to burn through.
The coast between Cape Scott and San
Josef Bay is steeper than much of the north
island.  The sparsely forested hillsides fall
straight into deep water.  We paddled close
to shore, letting the rebound waves bat our
boats around.

Yesterday the lightkeeper had
mentioned that a crew was visiting the
park to film a documentary.  All morning
we had been hearing a helicopter buzzing
around, hidden behind hills and shreds of

fog.  As the morning progressed the sounds
came closer and closer.  Linda was getting
more and more excited.  "We could be on
TV!"  The helicopter finally appeared,
flitting and hovering along the shoreline.
"Why are they filming rocks and trees, with
US right over here?" we asked.  After
wasting an inordinate amount of film, the
crew finally spotted the main act.  They
raced over and circled around us, getting
footage from all angles.  I sat up straight
and tried to hold a stern expression
befitting an intrepid mariner.

We spent our final night on an island
near Sea Otter Cove.  Tomorrow we would
have a quick paddle to San Josef Bay before
racing down Island and back to work.
Nine days away seemed all too short.  But
I’m sure I’ll be lured back to this coast
again - looking across to the Scott Islands
was awfully tempting...and there were a
few beaches we paddled right past..

Resources: Paddling from Port Hardy
to San Josef Bay is for intermediate to
expert paddlers.  The distance is not great
but allow extra days to wait out weather.

Information about the park is
available from BC Parks in Port Hardy -
(250) 949-2815.  Charts 3575, 3597 and
3624 cover the entire area.
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It’s probably the last thing you
think of when preparing for a
backcountry trip, but how safe is

your food?  More importantly, how safe
are your food handling practices? You see,
how you handle your food, pots, cutlery,
and anything
that comes into
contact with
your food can
have a profound
effect on your
o u t d o o r
e x p e r i e n c e .
Three days up a
big wall is not
the place to be
suffering from
c r a m p s ,
d i a r r h o e a ,
vomiting and
nausea. In
health circles it is
thought that
most cases of
“24 hour flu” are
actually food-
borne illness.
Food-borne illness, more commonly called
food poisoning, can be debilitating or in
extreme cases even fatal. It is beyond the
scope of this article to totally educate
anyone on food safe practices, and
everyone could benefit from a Food Safe
course. Food Safe is a course offered to
hospitality industry employees through
local colleges. It is designed to teach you
how to prepare food while minimizing the
risk of food-borne illness. The principles
taught are as valid in the home and
backcountry as they are in a commercial
kitchen. For those unable to take the
course or until you do, I shall try to shed
a little light on two of the more important
points.

Number One, WASH YOUR
HANDS. This is the single most important
point. When do we wash our hands? After
every possibility of contamination.
Contamination? What the %@*&^ is that?
Contamination is the infection of our food
with chemicals, foreign objects or
pathogens (pathogens are disease
producing microorganisms).
Contamination can come from many
sources: the ingredients in our meals
(poultry, eggs, seafood, meats, and dairy
products are especially risky) or most likely
us, the food preparer. We are creatures of
habit, all too often bad habit. Remember

every possibility of contamination? Well,
how about uncontrolled coughing and
sneezing, scratching the face (especially
around the nose), playing with hair, using
your finger to taste food, smoking, and not
washing hands after relieving one’s self.

All of these habits can lead to food-borne
illness, and the list does not end there.
After preparing high risk ingredients, all
work surfaces should be thoroughly
cleaned before preparing the next
ingredients. Washing your hands in the
back country may be a nuisance, but not
nearly as inconvenient as vomiting in a
tent during a winter storm at 3 am.

Number Two, keep hot food hot and
cold food cold. You want to keep your food
out of the DANGER ZONE. The danger
zone is where pathogens reproduce most
rapidly, so minimize foods’ exposure to the
danger zone and you minimize the
potential for food-borne illness. The part
to remember is that our food may only be
in the danger zone for a maximum of two
hours. Past this point the numbers of any
pathogens present will have grown to
dangerous proportions.  Food unsafe for
consumption may not change in taste,
odour or appearance. Any food in the
danger zone for longer than two hours
must be destroyed. So what exactly is the
danger zone? Between 4oC (40oF) and 60oC
(140oF). Below 4oC and above -18oC is the
temperature range of a refrigerator, and
at this temperature pathogen reproduction
will be slowed and so the spoiling of our
food. Below -18oC or freezing, pathogens
will no longer reproduce but freezing will

Is yer’

Do as Ma & Pa told you,

WASH THOSE HANDS!!

not destroy pathogens; when food is
warmed pathogens will again be active.
Above 60oC is the minimum temperature
for maintaining hot food At this
temperature most pathogens are killed,
but to destroy all pathogens the minimum
cooking temperature is 75oC (175oF).
Following these guide lines may seem
excessive while camped on some Gulf
Island beach during a two week paddle,
but try that paddle with nausea and
diarrhoea.

Following the principles of Food
Safe will reduce your chance of food-born

illness, but food-born illness
may still be caused by means
beyond our control. How do
you know you have food-born
illness? The onset of illness
ranges from one hour to 48
hours, and the severity of
illness depends on the quantity
of food consumed, the
concentration of pathogens in
the food, and the age and
overall health of the person.
Symptoms include nausea,
vomiting, cramps, and
diarrhoea. Seems foreboding
for sure, maybe we should just
stay home! Actually most cases
of food-borne illness originate
in the home. Reduce your risk
through safe food handling
practices. So, get more
information, enrol in a course

and if by unfortunate circumstance you
are suffering from diarrhoea due to food-
borne illness, WASH YOUR HANDS!

WILD ISLE
The Is lands '  Adventure Magazine
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HAPPENINGS

?by Dan Clements

Campbell River Outdoor Adventure Show
April 25, Tyee Plaza, Campbell River

Campbell River Sprocket Rockets Slug Slam
May 17-18, for more info 286-6340

Mt Washington Snow to Surf Race
April 19th, Comox Valley

Trail Run for Cancer
April 26, for more info 286-6340

Burnt Bridge Classic Mtn Bike Race
April 11-12

Victoria Bike Festival
May 30-31

Granny Gear Grind
June 14, Comox Lake

Earth Riders Spirit Quest
June 21, Shawnigan Lake to Sooke

Joy of Singletrack
June 28, Port Alberni

To include your event drop us a line at:
Box 482, Heriot Bay, BC V0P 1H0 or
 fax at: 250 285-2236, email: wildisle@island.net
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Jan Nuspiel ski touring on

Flower Ridge, Strathcona Park.

Photo: © Philip Stone/API

Cruising endless alpine ridges and descending corn
snow covered glaciers are the rewards of ski touring.
With long, sun filled days and firm settled snow

spring is without doubt the finest time of year to slap on those
skins and savour the last morsels of winter in the alpine. With
another monstrous Island snowpack, this year promises some
of the very best touring.

So where to head for a good tour or a quick fix of turns on
one board or two? Popular destinations for short trips include:
Mt. Arrowsmith, Victoria Peak, and Sutton Peak, each with
excellent logging road access and acres of terrain. On Mt. Myra,
King’s Peak,  Flower Ridge or Big Interior Mountain all in
Strathcona Park, it  takes longer to reach the alpine but are
worth it for the pristine surroundings. For an extended tour,
Marble Meadows, Elk River-Westmin Traverse, Mt. Washington-
Flower Ridge Traverse, and the Haihte Range are all destinations
that could easily spirit you away for a week or so. For those
with far too much time on their hands and a little cash for air
support, a multi-week trip into the Coast Range might be in
order. The Waddington, Silverthrone, Homathko and Monarch
areas are just some of the endless possibilities in the Coast
Mountains.

Blue sky can do a great deal for our sense of security but
spring is arguably the most hazardous time of year for
avalanches. Gone is much of the danger from sluffs or the
instability of slabs, replaced by the huge volume of thawing
cornices and slurpy-like isothermal snow pouring off the slopes.
Gone too is our sharp eye for winter hazards, as the warm sun
lulls the mind seducing us into forgetting about the dangers
lingering from the winter or from fresh spring snowstorms. As
with travel in the winter, spring ski touring equipment must
include self-rescue gear and transceivers. Always travel avoiding
unnecessary exposure on suspect slopes.
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”For Free Information

R.R. 1 S-16 C-1 Summerland,
British Columbia, V0H 1Z0
Ph: (800) 595-9755 Fax: (250) 494-5200
Internet: http://www.SeawardKayaks.com


